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Big Picture
Given the unique nature of the LHC, we should try to extract as much 
science out of the data as we can. 

Fundamental Issue: many more questions we could ask than we have 
capacity in experiments to answer. 

Need strategies to overcome this tension.
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Open Data at the LHC
One option to extend beyond capacity of the experiments: 
open up the data to community → LHC Open Data Program


Major milestone:  New Open Data Policy 
for all LHC experiments. 

Petabytes of openly accessible data available 
on CERN Open Data portal  
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Open Data at the LHC
Deep investment phase for external groups can meaningfully use it
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arxiv:1910.07029`

arxiv:1805.00850`

Current Trend: 

Used more for e.g. ML R&D 
than physics measurements

In principle allows development of  
new analyses, but 

• very labor and compute intensive

• external users need to implement full chain 

experiment can only do best-effort support

CMS Open Data Workshop 
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1031398


Reuse
Instead of developing an entirely new analyses: 

extract more scientific results by reusing existing analyses 

• Much less labor- and compute intensive

• Reuses experiment-approved elements of the analysis chain

Combination Reinterpretation
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Reuse with Combination
 
Combination: accumulate sensitivity from multiple independent measurements 
in the context of the same theory model

Combination

p1(x1 |θ)
p2(x2 |θ)
p3(x3 |θ)

pcomb = ∏
i

pi(xi |θ)

Requires investment during 
analysis development to 
ensure combinability  
• systematics

• phase-space overlap

• …
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Reuse with Reinterpretation
 
Reinterpretation: modify the existing measurement’s probability model and 
run statistical inference with respect to new theoretical models


Reinterpretation

p1(x1 |θ) p1(x1 |ϕ) p1(x1 |η)
SM + BSM( )θ SM + BSM( )ϕ EFT( )η

Requires investment on top of archival of measurements: Analysis Reusability 
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Filling up the Matrix
Reinterpretation + Combination allows us to extract the most science 
from an existing set of analyses


Reinterpretation

p1(x1 |θ)

p2(x2 |ϕ)

p1(x1 |η)

p3(x3 |η)

p2(x2 |θ)Combination
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Reinterpretation + Combination allows us to extract the most science 
from an existing set of analyses


Considerable effort within the experiments to build up the 
necessary infrastructure for this expanded program

Filling up the Matrix

Reinterpretation

Combination

p3(x3 |θ) p3(x3 |ϕ)

p1(x1 |ϕ)
p3(x3 |η)

p1(x1 |θ)

p2(x2 |ϕ)

p1(x1 |η)

p3(x3 |η)

p2(x2 |θ)
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Statistical Combination requires ideally


During the analysis: 

• deliberate choice of orthogonal phasespaces 

(e.g. STXS a good start, but also want to be highly differential)

• coordination of systematics to easer later combination


After the analysis: 
• archive of the analysis, in particular the probability model p(x |θ)

Combination
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Archiving a Measurement
The most effective way to archive an analysis for later reuse 
is to preserve the likelihood - almost all else follows… 

Formulated as a community goal at 
PHYSTAT 2000

CP Ops Analysis 

Likelihood

Limits Measurements Data/MC plots

Yield Tables
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The Higgs community: an early pioneer in preservation of digital likelihood data

A 20-year Quest

Sven Kreiss

2012: 

Published Grid Scans of profile likelihood 

2010: 

RooWorkspace as a sharable artifacts 
of inputs to statistical combinations

Throughout: 

private archival of Higgs workspaces 
for e.g. CMS+ATLAS Combinations
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https://www.svenkreiss.com/files/nyu_cds_open_poster.pdf


BSM community pushed towards fuller descriptions of the likelihood 
including nuisance parameters

Since then…

2017: 

Simplified Likelihoods by CMS with 
nuisance parameters
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Arrived (in ATLAS) at policy to often publish non-simplified, full likelihoods 
that fall within the “HistFactory” model (binned, finite set of building blocks)


Since then…

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/atlas-releases-full-orchestra-of-analysis-instruments 
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https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/atlas-releases-full-orchestra-of-analysis-instruments


Likelihood Data available as JSON in a software-agnostic format on HepData

• New: ability to search specifically for records w/ likelihoods

• can re-create exact same results as within experiments


Likelihoods on HepData 
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New effort to now expand to wider range of models in JSON

• still in development but possibly able to capture non-HistFactory models 

e.g. CMS Combine, unbinned models, etc.

• Likelihood publishing now driven mostly by BSM, but would be very impactful 

for the flagship project of the LHC: The measurement of the Higgs sector.


Beyond HistFactory

C. Burgard 16

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23628/timetable/?view=standard_numbered_inline_minutes#38-rooworkspace-serialization


Likelihood itself not sufficient for reinterpretation. You need to be able to modify it: 

• likelihood format must support adding / modifying / removing components

• need additional information to compute necessary modifications

Reinterpretation

original analysis 
(w.r.t model A)

Signal Region

original analysis 
(recast to model B)

Signal Region

reinterpret

   CLs = 0.03
  CLs = 0.05 
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Key task: analysis preservation 

• ability to reuse parts of the analysis pipeline 
(event selection, stat. inference,…)

Analysis Preservation

new 
model gen, sim & reco new 

sample analysis L’hood 
modification

modify & 
infer result

archived 
L’hood

Analysis Preservationanalysis-independent
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Analysis Preservation

new 
model gen, sim & reco new 

sample analysis L’hood 
modification

modify & 
infer result

archived 
L’hood

Analysis Preservationanalysis-independent

Two approaches to AP are pursued 
within the experiments

public resources for approximate 
reimplementation of analysis 

(Rivet & co)

internal full-fidelity 
analysis preservation 

(RECAST)
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Public Resources
LHC Experiments provide extensive information about analyses

• Efficiency maps, Cutflow Data, ML models (BDT, NN, …) 

• may be used to develop external approximations of analyses
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New:  ONNX Files 
for neural nets



Experiments also provide complete (but approximate) truth-level implementations


ATLAS + CMS: Rivet Analyses: 

• often part of approval procedure 
to produce Rivet analyes


(new!) ATLAS: SimpleAnalysis 

• open sourced existing internal frameworks 
+ analyses (almost all SUSY analyses)

Analysis Codes

SimpleAnalysis 
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4219485


Analysis Preservation
In addition to public truth-level codes, also efforts to internally 
preserve the actual analysis 

• increasingly important due to heightened complexity 

of analyses not expressible in simplified frameworks

• ability to do full-fidelity reinterpretations (RECAST)

• using modern tooling for software and workflow preservation 

capture commands  
 

what do with the  
captured software

capture workflow 
 

order of individual steps

capture software  
 

archive analysis code incl. 
dependencies

Workflow Languages 
(yadage, luigi, snakemake, CWL, …)

Example RECAST 
workflow

Linux Container 
(Docker, Kubernetes, …)
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RECAST Examples

Standalone use-cases for single analysis reinterpretation, but also actively 
used for large-scale reinterpretations (e.g. pMSSM SUSY)
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Reinterpretation Infrastructure
Testing infrastructure to run reinterpretations at scale


• target: working on ability to “full circle” ATLAS RECAST scans 
(theory→inference) within a few days


• CERN provides infrastructure to help

archive analyses 
(workflow) … 

… then reuse analyses 
     (reinterpretation)
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Outlook

To make most of existing analyses we have three main directions


• Open Data for completely indep. analyses (very labor & compute intensive)

• Combinations (many analyses, single theory)

• Reinterpretation (single analysis, many theories)


Huge amount of progress in last years to make it feasible and where possible 
publicly available. 


To some extent driven by BSM groups, but very relevant for Higgs community 
as well - get in touch!
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